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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews two statistical/
probabilistic methods, the well-kno”n
long-term exceedance probability predic-
tion and Ochi 1s extreme value apDroach,
and compares results with the method
embodied in the current ABS Rules for
predicting a ship!s dynamic vertical
bending moment. Numerical calculations
are performed for a sample tanke~ using
the three different methods. Structural
responses are also analyzed, applying
different dynamic bending moments and
the still-water bending moment to a
finite element structural model

Numerical results for the sample
tanker indicate that Lewis t long-term
exceedance prediction for 20-25 years of
shiu service time (Drobabilitv level
10-t .‘) is quite Cotipa.rablet: Ochi, s
probable extreme value. The two theore-
tical results are also shown to be in
close agreement with the nominal dynamic
benGlng moment specified in the ABS
Rules requirements . The stress value
obtained from the structural analysis
based on Lewis 7 dynamic bending moment
at 10-’ .‘ is comparable to the ABS re-
quired nominal permissible sti-ess.

Ochit s design extreme value of ver-
tical bending moment, incorporating a
!IriskDarameter,~ of 0 .01=10-2 for the
sample ship closely agrees with COPreS_
pending exceedance prediction at a prob-
ability level of 10-7. 6X10-2.10-9 6.
The stress value for this case is hiEher
than the nominal permissible stress ~e-
quired by the ABS Rules. This would in-
dicate that if the design extreme verti-
cal bending moment is used as the basis
for the design of the ship girder struc-
ture, a higher permissible stress level
should be established.

INTRODUCTION

Ever since St. Denis and Pierson
published their well-known paper [1]*
almost thirty years ago for handling the

* Number in brackets designates refe-
rence at end of paper,

motions of ships in a confused sea, va-
rious theoretical procedures have been
developed foI predicting the ship,s res-
ponses during its service time. In
general, the theoretical methods fall
into two categories : One is a loruz-term
prediction of-the probability “of e~c&ed-
ing different response levels, where the
Root-Mean-Squa?e values of ship response
are employed. Works by Jasper [2], Nor-
denstrom [3], Band [4] and Lewis [5] for
example, are in this category. The other
category consists of the work by Ochi
[6, 7], where the extreme value theory is
used. The longitudinal strength require-
ments of classification socie;ies a;e
generally developed on the basis of ser-
vice experience, using a probabilistic
aPPrOach to the determination of loads.
POT example, the theoretical procedure
used by ABS in the development of its
requirements employs the long-term ex-
ceedance approach developed by Band and
Lewis .

The approach employed by the clas-
sification societies for establishing
Rules requirements of ship longitudinal
strength can be considered as semi-
probabilistic since loads are predicted
by a probabilistic method, but strength
(permissible stress) is deterministic.
Since va~ious methods are often used in
Dractice. a brief review of the 10nx-
~erm exchedance prediction of Lewis;
Ochi 7s ext~eme value approach, and the
method involved in the .40SRules is
given in the following.

Lewis [5] examined the 30-minute
records of midship bending st?ess ob-
tained every 4 hours from the c4-s-B5
cargo ships Wolverine State and Hoosier— —
= in several years 1 service In the
No?th Atlantic He found that the in-
dividual data samples fitted closely to
the Raylei Eh distribution. Furthermore.
dividing ail the stress data into wea-
ther groups , the mean square values of
available stress samples in each weather
group we~e found to follow the normal
distribution. Consequently, Band [4]
suggested a.probability model where the
two aforementioned distributions were
assumed to apply to a much larger “po-
pulation” (or quantity of data) Hence,
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an ideal cumulative distribution of
stresses (or bending moments) could be
constructed for each weather group by
summing up all of the many Rayleigh
distributions and integrating to diffe-
rent stress (or bending moment ) level B
The total cununulative distribution could
then be obtained by combining all of the
individual cumulative distributions on
the basis of the actual percentage of
time each weathe~ group would be-encoun–
tered by ships in service, and on the
basis of average weather on some parti-
cular route such as the NoFth Atlantlc
Little and Lewis [8] further evaluated
the idealization of statistical data
against the stress data collected fmmn
five ships with about 3-1/2 years * ser-
vice . These five ships consisted of
four tankers and one bulk ca’?ie?, and
are 754.6 to 1076 feet in length. In
addition, Lewis introduced the so-called
H-family wave spectra which were selec-
ted In a random fashion from those given
by Pierson, et .al [9]. The H-family
wave data consists of fine weather
groups in accordance with significant
wave heights 10, 20, 30, 40 and 48.z
feet . With the exception of the last
group which contains 12 spectra, all
other groups contain 10 spectra.

In contrast to Lewis , approach,
Ochi [7] first analyzed wave data col-
lected at Stations P.,B, C, D, I, J and
K in the North Atlantic, and then de-
rived two families of wave spect~a of
two- and six- parameter, Perspectively,
which can be considered to represent the
‘ImeanNorth Atlantict! sea conditions
Both the two– and six- pa~ameter spec-
tral family consists of 18 different sea
severities (significant wave heights) .
But the numbers of wave spectra in each
sea severity of the two families are
different . In the two-parameter family,
for each significant wave height the~e
are nine spectra. The six-parameter
family has eleven spectra for each .slg-
nificant wave height . FOY dynamic load
prediction, Ochi introduced an apprmach
based on extreme value theory. This
predicts the highest response expected
in a shipvs lifetime by calculating the
short-term extreme value for the most
severe sea condition expected. Ochi
also developed a long-term extreme value
method where the frequency of various
sea severities , as well as other facto~~
including wane spectral shapes, ship
speeds, and heading angles, are weighted
according to their occum.ence during the
ship!s service life time. This approach
is similar but not identical with the
Lewis method.

Prior to 1975, the basic concept of
ABS Rules requi~ements fop p~ima~y, lon-
gitudinal strength of the hull girder
was to prescr-ibe for each individual
ship a b~ section modulus based on
its main geometric characteristics. The
required section modulus amidships was
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then specified in terms of the basic
section modulus and the maximum still-
water bending moment in the governing
loaded condition. With this section
modulus the maximum primary bending
stress in the hull zirder. which can be
produced when the m;ximum’possible lon-
gitudinal bending moment is Imposed on
the ship could not exceed a nominal per-
missible stress level, which varied with
ship length. The requirements for lon-
gitudinal strength In the above des-
cribed form were successfully applied to
ships for many years . Since 1975, ABS
Rules strength requirements have been
presented in a different format, in
order to accommodate the recent findings
obtained from the long–term dynamic or
wave load studies . For the purpose of
ship longitudinal strength evaluation,
ABS now employs the long-term response
prediction method suggested by Band and
Lewis to generate a long-tepm response
- which Is used as a basis for ex-
tending the existing ABS Rule.? to larger
ships . The new requirements are speci-
fied In terms of the nominal still-water
and wave-induced vertical bending mo-
ments Stress limits are then sDecified
in conjunction with the longitudinal
strength requirements .

In view of the different assump-
tions and different approaches employed
in the above two theoretical methods for
determining extreme loads, it is of in-
terest In this paper eo investigate the
ship structural response for the dynamic
wave loads which are determined bv each
of the different methods, and to ;ompare
;~lm~;ith those given in the latest ABS

Ship structural response subject
to different loads at different Drob-
ability/confidence levels will aiso be
calculated, using a simplified finite-
element structural model of a sample
ship No attempt is made to compare or
correlate the theories pertaining to the
different approaches. Mathematical de-
rivations and proofs are avoided, with
the exception of those necessary for
presentation of the related topics
Evaluation and m?rification of the as-
sumptions in”olved in developing the
different methods can be found in other
published literature. This paper begins
with a summary of eq”atio”s and formulas
associated with the three different me-
thods for determining loads under con-
sideration. It is followed by a SUIWlaPy
of the H-family and the six-parameter
wave suectral data. Theoretically cal-
culateil dynamic loads based on th;se
wave spectra, and the mathematical
structural model of the sample ship are
then presented. In the remainder of
this paper, computed structural results
of’the sample ship, and concluding re-
marks are given. It is the authors 8 hope
that through the numerical example, some
light can be shed on the application of
the different statistical/probabilistic
methods for the evaluation of ship
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girder longitudinal strength.

PROCEDURES OF STATISTICAL/PROBABILISTIC
METHODS FOR LOADS

The basic assumption involved in
this approach is that the short-term
response of a ship in statistically un-
changing seas is a nar?ow band process,
and is distributed according to the Ray-
leigh disti-ibution. That is, the prob-
ability density function, f(x), of a
random variable x takes the fo~m:

where Pr(Wk) is the probability of en-
countering the k-th weather group,
Pr{x~xo Iw~] is the conditional probabi-
lity which, in turn, has similar expres-
sions of the riEht-hand side of eouatior:

Long-term Exceedance Probability (based (3) Lewis fur~her assumed that, ‘for a
on RMS values) specific condition of loading, the prob-

ability distribution of A was a func-
tion of ship speed and heading, and was,
a normal distribution in a particular
weather group. Substituting this normal
distribution into equation (4) it can
be realized that the analytic ~ntegr,ation
is not possible. For numerical calcula–
tion. a value of five times the standard

r(x) = ~exp (-xZ/E) (1)

where E>O is the parameter of Raylei&h
distribution for O<x<co. The parameter
E is equal to twic~ the mean square
value, m., if the peak value x is a
single amplitude. If x is a double
amplitude, E equals eight times mo.

dist.?~;k!i’;;go? A$(fla;;~u%”i~;ili;y
variation of sea state (weather) , ship
speed, loading condition, and heading
angle, then, by definition, a condition–
al distribution of y, with respective
to K is

f(x,m = f(x lfi)g(/F),

which leads to the probability
exceeding X. as

(-

(2)

of x

Pr(x~xo I =

1
exP(-x~/E) g({~)dfi. (3)

o

The probability given by the above equa-
tion is equal to the reciprocal of the
number of cycles, n(xo), in which the
random variable x is expected to ex-
ceed the value xo once. The recipro-
cal of the number of cycles is also re-
fei.redto as the proba~ility level.

Most presently used long-term res-
ponse prediction methods based on RMS
values generally follow the format shown
in equation (3) Differences, however,
exist in the form of the probability

distribution g(fi) suggested bY diffe-
rent investigato~s, based on different
data being employed in their analyses .
In Lewisi approach, the probability iS
separated into t“o parts; one being the
conditional probability that x exceeds
Xo within each of a number of weather
groups, the other being the probability
with which the ship encounters each of
these weather groups. Thus ,
(3) iS exPressed as

equat ion

pr{X~Xo} = ~ pr(Wk)pr{X~XOIWk], (4)
k

deviation has been adopted to replace the
infinite upper limit of the integral like
the one in equation (3) . The finite
uPPeP limit of d~ has been shown by
Band as the minimum value to insure ~uf-
ficient accuracy in the final result AS
a consequence, in Lewis 7 approach, the
conditional probability that the variable
x exceeds x. in a particular weather
gFOUp , ‘k, ~an be e;aluated numerically
using the equation as fallows :

Vk+sak

pF{X~Xo\wk} = llX
JE.o niro~

where

~k .

(m+)’

20;

mean value of d~ in k-th wea-
ther group, Wk

&i: &i,

variance of ~ about Uk in k-th

‘eather group ~ ‘k

~ i: ~fii-Pk) 2

The total number of lifetime load
cycles, n(xo), to be used for dete~mlning
the load which is expected to exceed Xo,
1S giVen by Ochl, as in equation (11) of
the next section.

Ochi’s Extreme Value Approach

The extreme value is defined as the
largest value of a random variable ex-
pected to gcc”r in n observations .
Denoting Y. as the modal “al”c or the..
most probable largest value of the ex-
treme probability di?,tyibution, it ca”
be shown (see Hoffmgn a“d Karst [11] ,
for example ) that
tic form for large yn has the asympto-n:
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where ~=0.572z...... the Eulerqs COn-
stant , and E is deffned in equation
(l). If the random process is narrow
band, Ochi and Bolton [6] showed the
number n In equation (6) can be ex-
pressed by

n= * (.2/.. )1/2 (7)

where

T = time in hours

MO = area under the spectrum of I-an–
dom variable considered (mean
square value of ship response
in the present wopk)

m,= area under the second moment
of random variable considered.

Considering the first term on the
right hand side of equation (6), a“d
using equation (7), 0chi8s short-term
probable extreme value approach is ob-
tained as follows :

[

3600T (’m/mo)‘1
l/2

jin. Etn {y
2

(8)

Ochi and Bolton further showed that
an extreme value higher than ~n given
by equation (8) would occur with prob-
ability O .632 for large n. This prob-
ability value is too hich for DTedi .kion,.. .—.—...
purpos; in practice. ‘“”Thu S , a risk para-
meter a (usually taken to be 0.01) is
Lntmduced into equation (8). DenotinE
the recently obtained “alue by “Yn, th~n
Ochi, s short-term deslm extreme v.l I,e.-..
i.e. , the expected highest value in a ‘
fleet of (l/a) similar ships, is

,.

[ 1

1/2
~n .

~ q}
~Ln{ 3600T . (9)

In equations (8) and (9), m. and m, are
defined in equation (7) In addition,

T=

a=

k=

E=

longest duration of specified
seas fn hours

risk parameter

number of encounter with a
specified sea in ship 1s service
time

2mo, if the peak value is a
single amplitude; 8mo for dou-
ble amplitude.

Equations (8) and (9) are the basis for
the subsequent sample calculation of the
probable a“d design extreme values.

Ochi also developed his own veFsion
of the long-term response prediction
methods for the most probable extreme

value and the design extreme value. ‘The
probability density function of hls long-
term response is shown as follows :

ZZzEn*pipJpkpfif*(x)
~(x) = ijkk

EEZZn*P~Pj PkPE ‘
(lo)

ijkk

where

f*(x) =

ns

(mo), =

(m,), =

Pi>Pj >Pk,PE=

probability density function
for short-term response,

average numbeF of response
per unit time of short-term
response,

1
= ~ (m,)*/(mo)* ,

mean square “alue of resp-
onse spectrum,

second moment of response
spectrum,

probabilities of sea condi–
tion, wave spectrum, head-
ing angle and ship speed,
respectively.

The total number, n, of responses ex-
pected in the lifetime of a ship is

n = (EZZZn*PiPJPkP1) X T x (Go)’, (11)
ijkk

n, of response for a

1-1F(in)=n. (12)

where T is the total exposure time of
a ship to the sea.

The cumulative distribution of the
pro bable extreme value, F(~n), can be
obtained by integrating equation (10).
The function F(Yn) , as shown by Ochi,
has the following relationship with the
total number,
large n:

[
1-

.
For the design extreme ValUe, Yn, equa-
tion (12) is also applicable, except that
the term on the right-hand side should be
replaced by n/a, where a is the risk
parameter.

Approach in ABS Rules

For the purpose of numerical compa-
rison with other methods, only the “er-
tical bending moment is considered. The
required bending moment for ship girder
longitudinal strength evaluation in the
current ABS Rules [10] expresses the to-
tal bending moment amidzhipa, Mt3 as
follows :

Mt=MSw+Mw, (13)

where MSW and Mw are Yespecti”ely the
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still-water bendin~ moment and wave-
induced bending moment . These bending
moment components are given by

MSw = CStLZ.5B(Cb + 0.5] (14)

and

Mw = c2L2BHeKb

where

cst=~.,,, + ~],o,

‘k”” + %+-’:

‘P”’ + %%+-’>

=[0.544110-2,

‘b’ -
‘b” +
“F’”+
+’” +
=[0.275]10-8 ,

‘E’”’”-%&l’”-’>
He,Meter= 0.0172L+3 .653,

=0.0181 L+3. 516,

(15)

61~L<lI0 ~

11O<L.16O m

16o<L:21o m

210<L:250 m

250<L~427 m

2001L<360 ft—

360<L~525 ft

525<Ls690 ft

690.L>820 ft

820.Lj1400 ft

61<L~150 m

150.L<220 m

=(4.5L-0.0071L1 +103)X10-2,
220<L>305 m

=8.151, 305.Lz427 m

He, Feet= 0.0172L+ll. g8, 200<L~490 ft

‘0.0181 L+11.535, 490<L~720 ft

=(4.5 L-0.00216 L2+335 )x102,
720< L~1000 ft

,
=26.75, 1000< L314OO ft

Kb=l. o for c#o.80
=1.4 -.o.5cb foy o.64<cb<o .80.

cb=blOck coefficient at SUmme?
load waterline. Cb is not to
be taken less than 0.64. See
[1OI for the details.

c,=(2.34cb+o .2)xlo-2 for metric

units
=(6. !i3cb+0.5?)x10-4 for inch/
pound units

L,B=Ship length and bean! in meters
or feet. (See [10] for the de-
tails) .

The still-water and wave-induced bending
moments given by equations (14) and (15)
are in met?ic ton-meters or ton-feet
It should be noted that the term H~ in
equation (15) does not represent a wave
height Rather, it is a parameter for
calculating the required wave-induced
bending moment by equation (15). The
combination of the wave-induced bending
moment and the still-water bending mo-
ment from equations (14) and (15) , to-
gether with nominal permissible stress,
would give rise to the section modulus
required by ABS Rules. On the other
hand , for Cb~O .8 and the waterplane
coefficient >0 .90, the value of the
tern!He of equation (15) is approxima-
tely equal to the effective wave height
used in the quasi-static calculation of
bending moment . A more detailed discus-
sion on this point can be found in the
work by Stiansen and Chen [12].

The nominal psrmlssible bending
stress, in principle, should be a con-
stant However, to account for the dif-
ferent tolerated coyi-osion margins far
different ships, and possible dynamic
loading components , such as lateral
bending and vibratory bending, might not
be in the same proportion as the verti-
cal bending, the nominal permissible
stress suggested in the ABS Rules varies
with ship! s length, L, as follows:

fp= 1.663 - ~ tons/cm2,

L-24”
= 1.663 + ~ tons/cm2;

= 10.56 .- ~ tons/in2,

= 10.56 + ~ tons/in2,

61.L<240 m

240<L~427 m

(16)

200<L~790 ft

790<L~1400ft

where fp is the nominal permissible
stress for mild steel.

WAVE SPECTRAL DATA

In the present work, two different
wave spectral families are used in the
dynamic ?esponse (vertical bending mo-
ment amidships ) calculation foi.the
sample ship; one is the H-family spectra
introduced by Lewis, the othei- is Ochi ,s
six-paramete? wave spectra of the ,,mean
North Atlantic. ‘r

The H-family of wave spectra was
randomly selected from those prepared
by Pierson [9]. The primary records
used in Piers onTs analysis were take”
by the National Institute of Oceanogra-
phy (U.K.) on British weather ships at ‘~

Stations A, I, J and K in the North
Atlantic. A total or 52 wave spect?a ir ‘p



the H-family are grouped into 5 groups
as shown in Table I. The characteris-
tics of the average spectrum of each Of
the five groups in the H-family are shown
in Table II. In Figure 1, the spectra. of
one group are displayed.

m ‘
Table I - Percentage of occurrence and

number of spectra of H–family
wave data

“,.,,.,.”. , , , , ,

,s ,.3,2 ,.0,, 8.s39,,.8,0 ,4.,7,
m- ,.0,, 3,,5, ,.,,, ,8,,,, ,,,830

=’. 0.70, 2.,03 ,.,,, ,,,18 ,2,,20
. 0.,,, ,.57, ,.,,, ,.,,6 ,.5,4

.9 0.4s, 1.2,, 2.,,6 ,,,,, ,..,,

m, 0.44, ,.,,, ,.,,, ,,,,, ,,,3,

~, 0.507 ,.4,, ,.3,, ,,71, ,,443
. 0.,50 0.5,, ,.4,, ,.+O, ,,40,

Table II .

Notes: Hs

‘n

“P

.

Characteristics of the a“er -
age spectra of the H-family
wave data

= significant wave height in
meters

= moments of wave spectrum
in metric units, for
n=-1,0,1,2,3 and 4

= peak frequency in rad/sec.

I
,‘,

Fig. 1 - H–family wave spectra for sig-
nificant wave height 3.o5
meters

Ochi’s six-parameter wave spectral
family of the “mean North Atlantic,, con-
sists of 18 groups in accordance with
the significant wave height. The sug-
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gested pe~centage of occurrence by Ochl
[7], the significant wave heights and
the durations of the sea states used in
the present work are shown in Table III.
The assumed duration of each particula~
sea state as shown in this table is .aD-
proximately the same as that in Ochi ~nd
Motter [13] , with the exception of the
wave group of one meter significant wave
height

Slmifica, t . . . .
“.,,,, {.,,.,, )

,,0

,.s

2,,

,.5

4.5

s.,

6.,

,.5

8.,

9.5

,0.,

,1.5

,2.5

>3.5

,4.5

1s.,

,6. ,

17.0

,.,. t L..

sea S,.., (),..,s,

,0. ,

46.0

46.0

46.0

46,0

45.,

39.8

36.1

30.1

,4,,

17.0

1,,,

,.3

5.,

4.,

3.3

3.3 I

~

Table III - Wave group, percentage of
occ”mence, and duration of
sea state of six-parameter
wave family

Within each significant wave group
of the six-parameter wave family, thei-e
are 11 members, of which the most prob-
able spectrum is weighted by a factor of
0.50, and each of all othei- spectra is
weighted by 0.05. For the significant
wave height specified in the above table,
spectra are generated using the following
formula

s(o) = >
4

x

.J.

(17)

[ 11
b+0.25) ‘mj

T

where r(),.) is a gamma function, and
j=l,2 Stan~S fOr the lower and higher
frequency components, r’especti”ely. In .
equation (17), the Parameters HSj , timj,
and i are functions of significant “a”e
heigh~, and are gi”en in Table IV of Ochi
[71. An example of the six-parameter
family is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2 - Family of six-parameter wave
spectra for significant wave
height 3.50 meters

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF RESPONSE CALCULATION

As a numerical examDle, the three
different approaches discussed in the
previous sections have been applied to
an existing tanke~ for the dynamic ver-
tical bending moment amidships calcula-
tion in the fully loaded condition of
105,700.00 met~lc tons The hull girder
scantling of this vessel was designed
based on the wave-induced bending moment
required by the ABS Rules, which is
345,8oo meter-tons , and an allowable
still-water bendina moment of 207.800
meter-tons. The d=signed section’modul”,s
is 333,9oo cm2-meters for mild steel,
leading to a bending stress at midship
section of 1.658 tons/cm’ which is the
DeOmissible stress sDecified in the CUI.-
rent ABS Rules (see ilso equation (lb)
of this paper) Other information of the
sample ship i~ shown in Table IV. In
Figure 3, a sketch is presented showing
the p~ofile and cargo tank arrangement of
the sample ship, where indication of the
extent of the structural model used in
the stress analysis is also given.

m,, lag,, k,.,,” .er,.ndimla.s

B, t.,,.,,, mO.ld6d

D, depth mu!...

,, ,,.,, fun, ,0.,4

.b, blockcoefficient for . ..ign draft
“, .,1, s,eed ,,.1,..,

Fig. 3 - Profiles and tank arrangement
of the sample ship

the head sea with an interval of 30 de–
grees, where the probability of encoun-
tering the dlffe~ent heading angle is
assumed to be the same . The response
spectra are calculated based on the H-
family wave spectra and the transfer
function of vertical bendlnE moment by
the program ABS/SHIPMOTION, -wherein the
ship speed is taken as 75 percent of
design speed. ABS/SHIPMOTION program in
computing the transfer function follows
the stFiD method and the linearized shiD
motion theory. The mathematical deriva:
tion and the computational procedure of
the program are discussed in the works
of Raff [14], Kaplan [15], Kaplan, Sar-

gent and Silbei-t [16], and Stiansen and
Chen [12].

In the calculation of mean square
resuonse value for detez-mininz the con-
ditional probability by equat;on (5) ,
the cosine-square spreading function is
employed to simulate the short-crested-
ness of the seaway . The spreading func-
tion used in the computation is given as

f(llu)=; cost(llu) (18)

where v is the heading angle of the
ship witi+respect to the wave Furthe~-
more, the ship ,s response in a seaway is
considered as a random process which is
not necessarily narrow band. For this
case, the mean square value of the Fes-
ponse spectrum is obtained by multiply-
ing the mea” square value of a narrow
band process by a factor of (1-s2/2) as
Ochi and Bolton [61 suf?!zested. Here E
stands for the b~o’idne;; ok response
sgectrum.

Table IV - Principal particulars of the The conditional probability func-
sample ship tions based on the H-family wave spectra

Results of Long-term Exceedance Prob-
are substituted into equation (4) for

ability Prediction
calculating the total probability, where
the Der’centage of ‘acc”I’renceof each

When Lewis 8 long-term response pre-
diction is used for computing the dynamic
vertical bendin!zmoment . the H-familv
wave spectra di&ussed in the previo; s
section aye applied. The conditional
probability for each wave group is eva-
luated according to equation (5) at 12
heading angles from the following sea to

wave height group given in Table I Is
employed. Since the total probability
is equal to the Reciprocal of the number
of response cycles, a cu.ve can be ob-
tained to represent the response of ex-
ceedance versus the number of resnonse
cycles (hence the probability lev~i) .
Shown in Figure 4 is such a curve for
the dynamic vertical bending mome?.: ‘~-
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amidships of the sample ship in the fully
loaded condition.

6.W05

r“’’’’’””’ ““i
..,,,.,.,, ,.,..,

,.,., ,,~ab, ,,, ., ,...=,...,

Fig. 4 - Long-term vertical dynamic

bending moment at midship sec-

tion of the sample ship in fullY
loaded condition, based on the
H-family wave spectra

Assuming two-thirds of 20-year ser-
vice time that the ship is exposed to the
sea. the total number of vertical bendinx
mom~nt cycles of the sample ship, n, i;
calculated by equation (11) . It should
be noted that, for a non-narPow band res-
ponse spectrum, the average number of
response per unit time of short-term resp-
onse, ‘3, ‘n ‘qUatiOn (11), should be
modified as suggested by Ochi and Bolton.
The number of ~esponse cycles, n, cal-
culated for the sample ship in this man-
ner is 10-7.’. Consequently, as can be
seen from Figure 4, the dynamic vertical
bending moment of exceedance in 20-year

service time is 3.61x10S mete~-tons at
the probability level of 10-7. s .

The concept of applying a risk para-
meter, a, in Ochits design extreme
value can also be incorporated in the
long-term exceedance probability predic-
tion. Karst showed in Appendix A of
Reference [17] that, with (1-a) percent

assurance, the expected response to be
exceeded should be read from the long-
term response curve as the one in Figure
4 at a probability level of an-’ , prcl-
vlded Cl<<l and *>>1. This Is equiva–
lent to the exceedance to be expected
once in the service time of (l/a) similar
ships. Taking a=O.01, the expected ver-
tical bending moment of the sample ship
to be exceeded in the sea way represented
by the H-family wave spectra is given at
the probability level of 10-8. G, which is
4 .6x10’ meter-tons ,

Similar to the H-family wave data,
the six-parameter wave spectra generated
by equation (17) based on the character-
istics in Table III, are also employed in
Lewis 1 long-term response prediction for
the sample ship. The number of vertical
bending moment cycles in 20-year service
time is 107.”. The expected “ertical

bending moment to be exceeded at prob-
ability levels of 10-7 .“ and 10-’.’1
are respectively 3.68x105 and 4.54x10’
meter-tons Comparing these results
with those based an the H-family, it is-”
lnterestinE to notice that lon~-term
prediction-values of the two different
families are very close .

Results of Ochiv s Extreme Values

The short-term probable extreme
value and the short-term design extreme
value of vertical bending moment of the
sample ship, are calculated by equations
(8) and (9)”. In the calculation, only
the six-parameter wave spectral family
is employed. Assuming two-thirds of the
20-year service time that the ship is
exposed to the sea, the total time of
the most severe sea state of 17 meters
significant wave height that the ship
will encounter is 10.37 hours. If the
average duration of this sea state is
7.3 hours . the number of encounters with
ibis sea ;Ondition is about 3 times .
For the sample ship, the calculations
show that the vessel in head sea condi-
tions give rise to the maximum vertical
bending moment , which is 3. 42x10’ meter-
tons o? the probable extreme value, and
is 4.65x10’ meter-tons of the design ex-
treme value with a risk parameter a=O.01.
Since Ochi !s long-term extreme values
should be the same as the short-term ex-
treme values, aB discussed by Ochi [7],
the long-term extreme vertical bending
moments for the sample ship In the pre-
sent work are not presented. In order
to compare the results of the two sta-
tistical/probab ilistic approaches and
that required by ABS Rules, Table V is
prepared, from which it can be seen (a)
There is practically no difference In the
long-term exceedance predictions using
the H-family wave data and the six-para-
meter spectra, (b) Comparing probable and
desibzn extreme values with lonx-ter’m ex-
ceed~nce predictions at probab~listic le-
vels of 10- 7.’ and 10-9.’, ~espectively,
calculation shows that the results of
these two different statistical/Drobabi-
listic methods are comparable, and (c)
The nominal vertical wave-induced bending
moment requi~ed in ABS Rules is about 4
percent less than the exceedance predic-
tion at a DrObabilit!J level of 10-7. ‘.
and about ihe same w~th the short-terk
probable extreme value.

r,ong-,.rm .E,..ed..ce OChi . ,.,,..,

Am ml.. 10-7.6 ~o., ., ,robable .e. im

,,,58,,0, 3,6,,,0, 4.6.10> 3.,2.1,, 4.65.,0,

Table V - Comparison of vertical wave
bending moments amidships of
the sample ship

Note: Bending moment in meter-tons.
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STRUCTURAL RESPONSE ANALYSIS

The structural response analysis is
performed for the sample ship by using
the program SHIPOPT developed by Hughes,
Mistree and Zanic [18]. This program was
developed for analyzing the st~uctural
response (stress, deflection, etc ), pi-e-
dicting the critical OF failure values of
the structural response, and optimizing
the scantllngs of all girders, frames and
stiffened panels in segments of the hull
girder. To achieve the functions just
mentioned, the ship structure is repre-
sented by a finite-element structural
model which consists of a number of com-
partments with the transverse bulkheads
as the boundaries. The basic type of
elements to represent the hull structure
are:

(a) Multiribbed plane stress ele-
ment for modeling the panels of stif-
fened plating. The element is rloncon-
t’orming, and has constant shear stress
and linearily varying direct stresses.

(b) Composite beam element for nm-
deling of bracketed beams attached to
plating.

(c) Strut element for modeling of
pillars, screen bulkheads, passageway s.,
and other portions of structure which
aFe not primarily structural members
but , because of their inplane rigidity,
do contribute to the stiffness of the
overall structure.

(dJ Basic plane stress element
(triangular and quadrilateral element) .

In the present work, the midship
portion containing three compartments as
indicated in Figure 3 is modeled by fi-
nite elements . The midship portion of
the ship is chosen, as it usually is
subjected to the largest bending moment.
Figure 5 illustrates a typical structu-
ral section where the st~ake number and
node point number assigned in the finite-
element structural model are also shown.
Figure 6 shows one-half of the finite-
element model with the centerline plane
as the plane of structural symmetry.
Figures 7 and 8 show the transverse
bulkhead at model Frame O and the web
frame at model Frame g. For tbe arlaly-
sis, the bending moments and shear for-
ces are applied at the two end bulkheads
of the structural model The bending
moments and shear forces on the boun~a-
ries of the structural model are computed
by setting the ship on a simple wave with
a length approximately the same as the
ship,s length. The wave height is chosen
such that the total “ertical bending mo-
ment is equal to the sum of the dynamic
bending moment and the still-water bend-
ing moment of the ship in the loading
condition under consideration. Bending
moments and shear forces at the two end
boundaries of the structural model aye

obtained from the qua5i-static condition.
Pressure exerted an the side and bottom
shell structure is directly calculated
based on the local draft of the ship in
the simple wave.

In view of the long-term exceedance
results, which are “cry close to those
by Ochi’s extreme value approach, as
shown in Table V, structural analysis
is performed for two cases where the dy-
namic vertical bending moment amidships
are 3.61x105 and U.6xIo’ meter-tons .
These cases correspond to Lewist ~esults
at ~o-7.6 probability level (correspond-
ing to Ochi 1s probable extreme value)
and 10–’ .‘ (corresponding to Ochi’s de–
sign extreme value ), respectively . The
longitudinal inplane plating stresses
for these two cases are shown in Figure
9, which indicates that fop the case of
10–7 ‘ probability level, the maximum
stress is 2,10 tons/cm2 in the deck and
2.16 tOns/cm2 in the bottom plating.
For the case of 10–9 ‘ probability level
the maximum stress is 2.43 tons/cm2 in
the deck and 2.32 tons/cm2 in the bottom
plating. It should be noted that the
inplane stress consists of the primary
st~ess and the secondary stress It
should also be noted that, as indicated
in Figure 5, the bottom and deck plating,
and other parts of the structure are of
high-tensile steel. For these structural
members the allowable stress value is
higher than in mild steel by the ratio of

Node ,.,,., Nu,rb,rT s,,.,. Numbsr>

Fig. 5 - Typical section of structure,
to~ether with strake and node
point number used in finite-
element structural model

I
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1/0.78 or 1.28. Applying this factor to
the stresses obtained from the finlte-

Pequired nominal permissible stress of
1.658 tons/cm2. In the case of a 1O–’.’

element analysis, it can be seen that the probability level, the maximum Inplane
stress level for the case of a 10- 7.’ stress exceeds the nominal permissible
probability level is close to the ABS re- stress by about 14 percent

a w ,, m ,0, ,2, ,“0 ,,0 ,80 *O

1,,

1,,

,,7

1,0

,,,
Model Frame

Fig. 6 - Finite-element structural model
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‘Fig. 7 - Finite-element structural model
of transverse hulkhead at model
Frame O

I

Fig. 8 - Finite-element structural model
of web frame at model FFame 9
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. .

Fig. 9 - Stress values of midship section
structure

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The clynamlc bending moment of the
sample ship has been computed using
different methods. Corresponding struc-
tural analysis is performed by using a
structural finlte-element program. Based
on the results of the present study on
the sample ship, the following conclu-
sions can be drawn:

1. The H-family wave data and Ochi’s
six-parameter wave spectral family of the
mean North Atlantic are comparable in
predicting the long-term response predic-
tion. This may not be totally surpris-
ing, because of the fact that the two
families of wave spectra aPe generated
from similar wave data in the North At-
lantic.

2. Numerical comparison shows that
using Ochils pz’obable extreme “alue ap-
proach is equivalent to using the long-
term exceedance approach, predicted at a
probability level corresponding to 20-Z5
years service time. In the present study
foF the sample ship, the probability
level is 10-, .s for the ve~tical bentiing

moment. The “designtr extreme value with

a risk parameter of 0.01 coIv’esponds to
the long-term exceedance p~edictlon at a
comparable probability level of 10–9 .6.

3. The dynamic vertical wave bending
moment required by ABS Rules agrees very
well with the probable extreme value by
Ochi’s method and is about 4 percent less
than the exceedance prediction at 10-7.6
probability level for the sample ship.
This indicates that the nominal wave load
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predicted theoretically is in good as:ee -
ment with ABS Rules .

4. For the case where the long-t err.
dynamic bending moment at 10-7. ‘ prob-
ability level is considered, the maximum
in-plane stress calculated for the sam-
ple ship is comparable to the nominal
permissible stress specified by ABS
Rules This indicates that the long-term
exceedance predictions for 20-25 years
service time (similarly Ochi’s probable
extreme values) are in line with those
specified by ciassific”ation societies.
On the other hand, if the dynamic bending
moment at 10-9. K probability level (also,
Ochils “desiRn” extreme value) is used in
evaluating siiipgirder strength, it is
advisable to cansidey using a higher
stress limit which is based on extreme
load considerations .

5. The H-family and the six-parame-
ter wave spectral data which represent
the general sea conditions of the North
Atlantic may not be adequate for the dy-
namic load calculation for shipe in other
areas OF specific ship Toutes, such as
coastal water regions , the North Pacific,
etc. . For ships in a particular ocean
area other than the North Atlantic, re-
presentative wave data of the particular
location similar to the two spect?al
families are needed.

6. The dynamic load, in particular
the vertical bending moment of the sam-
ple ship presented in this paper, is cal-
culated based on linear theory of ship
motion. For ships where the effects of
nonlinear motion. such as slamminx. flare
impact, green waier, etc ., are si~iifi-
cant, further study is needed in order to,
aPPIY the Probabilistic lstatl$tical me-
thods in the determination of hull Elrder
strength.
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